
Slaves to America

Introduction

For 500 years Africa has yielded up its best to 
America. For a historical perspective see Twelve
Years a Slave.  America has also created massive
opportunities for African immigrants. See Elon 
Musk 

Fast forward to the year 2015 and let me 
introduce you to a new force – Modern African 
Youth, powered by TurboCASH Accounting, the
world's leading open source accounting software
for SMEs. 

Slaves to America,  introduces American 
Capitalists to African Accountants.

The Rancher

You have downloaded TurboCASH Accounting 
and you like it!

You are a US Citizen or business incorporated in
the USA;

You have a Capital Account and you have a 
positive cashflow;

You wish to grow your Capital and your 
Cashflow;

You are in need of  TurboCASH and the services
of a TurboCASH  accountant; 

You are happy to Sponsor ($10 000), the 6 
month internship of a TurboCASH Accountant 
in your business.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elon_Musk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elon_Musk
http://www.turbocash.net/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twelve_Years_a_Slave
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twelve_Years_a_Slave


The Problem

While you do have a Capital Stock pile and you 
do have a positive cashflow, you would like to 
make this cashflow greater.  Implementing a 
tested accounting system is the best way to do 
this.

Tidy Invoicing and Debt Collection
Bank Reconciliation
Accurate Cost Reports
Leverage Compliance
Tax Compliance

The Solution

TurboCASH is an open source general ledger 
system that is capable of preparing GAAP and 
IFRS accounts. We work in over 80 different tax
regimes and easily handle all US requirements.

We send an accountant endorsed by the 
TurboCASH Project to the US for a six month 
internship.

Using TurboCASH in your business either as a 
start up or as a replacement for a proprietary 
technology will open you up to concepts such as
compiance reporting business cloning and 
leveraged growth.



The Slave

You are is aged between 18 and 21 have a 
minimum  high school education, (preferably 
with maths and accounting.)

You wish to become a TurboCASH Accountant

You are happy to work in the TurboCASH 
Project as an unpaid intern for 3 months;

You are happy to work in the USA for $ 1000 
per month for 6 months.

The Contract

The Rancher contracts SlavesToAmerica (Philip 
Copeman) to train and ship an Intern to the 
USA.

Payment is $ 10 000, $4000 on order and 90 
days later,  $6 000 7 days before the Slave 
boards the Airflight to the USA.

SlavesTo America will then pay The Slave $ 
6000 per month; pay for return economy 
airflights to the USA; make Visa Arrangements 
and train the Slave in SME accounting using 
TurboCASH, Skype; Facebook and the 
TurboCASH Community Site 

After 6 months The Slave either returns to 
Africa or enters into a bondage agreement with 
the Rancher and the US Government.

http://www.philipcopeman.com/
http://www.philipcopeman.com/
http://turbocash.ning.com/


Slaves To America
Month 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 9 Total

Rancher' Purchase $4,000 $6,000 $10,000

PC -$1,000 -$1,000
Training -$1,000 -$1,000

-$2,000 -$2,000
Salary -$2,000 -$4,000 -$6,000

-$10,000

Airtickets
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